Scholarship Program
ArtWorks is pleased to support our community through a need-based scholarship program. This
program aims to address need for the following circumstances:

EMERGENCY SCHOLARSHIP
To support currently enrolled students whose families have come upon sudden and unexpected financial hardship.

These are generally short-term temporary scholarships, and are set up to address the sudden financial need
from a specific family situation. The aim of these scholarships is to make it possible for the student(s) to
continue in the program where otherwise they would not be able. There is no pre-set time frame or dollar
amount for these scholarships, and they are renewable. Historically, scholarships have been put into place
for situations such as a family illness, loss of employment, injury to working parent which led to time out of
work, disability, etc.

GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP
To support families of incoming students who for financial reasons would otherwise be unable to participate in our program.

These are generally long-term, renewable scholarships that are set up to address ongoing financial need in
families. The aim of these scholarships is to support students with an intense interest in art, and a specific
interest in receiving instruction in traditional, realistic methods. We award general scholarship based on level
of interest and commitment in the student (see application guidelines for further information about the
assessment process).

JENNIFER DAVIS and JANESSA GREIG MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
To each support a middle school student who shows great promise but because of some limitation, would not normally have
a program like ours available to him or her.

The Jennifer Davis Memorial Scholarship and the Janessa Greig Memorial Scholarship are each available to a
middle school student with a particular interest in and affinity for art. We welcome candidates from any area
and hope that family members, teachers and other qualified individuals will contact us with information
about any students that they feel meet the above criteria.
The scholarships are for a period of three months, initially, and will cover tuition, registration and materials
for that time period. Each recipient will be enrolled in a 1 1/2 hour class once per week and will be
scheduled as soon as possible after being awarded the scholarship. If a new student has not been awarded
the scholarship at the end of each three-month period, then the current scholarship recipient may re-apply
for continued support. If a new recipient has been designated, parents are welcome discuss alternatives to
this scholarship with the Director.
Please contact our office for further information or to receive scholarship application guidelines. We can be
reached at 415.759.5757.

